Abstracr-In order to maintain consistency in a distributed database environment, one important requirement is that the transactions be executed atomically. The standard algorithm for ensuring an atomic execution is called the distributed cornrnif protocol. The two-phase commit protocol and its variations are the well-known protocols employed for this purpose. These protocols are characterized by successive rounds of message exchange, among all the sites of the database, at the time a transaction enters into a completion phase. The performance of these protocols is given by a complexity measure expressed as the product of the total number of messages and the maximum distance between database sites. This complexity measure depends on the communication structure of the protocol. Given N sites, the worst case complexity of a commit protocol is O ( N z ) . In this paper, we present a communication structure called maximal binomial structure (MBS), for which the complexity of the protocol is O ( N * log' N ) . A lower bound for this complexity is also given which is O ( N * log' N ) . Protocols using the MBS remain symmetric. We also propose a scheme for an arbitrary expansion of the MBS to allow communication among a large numher of sites. For the expanded system, the protocol complexity is also shown to be O ( N * log3 N ). These structures are shown to he superior to other known structures.
I. INTRODUCTION N RECENT years, we have witnessed an increasing
I number of computer systems that are distributed geographically and connected by high capacity communication channels. One common use of such systems is to provide access to various types of databases, such as information systems, network topological tables for routing, telecommunication databases, distributed directories containing information for various resources, databases for banking applications [ 11-[5] , etc. By replicating multiple copies of the same database, the system can provide improved performance and robustness [6]- [8] . However, obtaining the benefits of distributed database is difficult since the consistency of the database needs to be maintained. One aspect of consistency is that each distributed transaction should be atomic; that is, all of its global actions must be performed entirely or not at all. If a transaction is performed successfully, it is said to have committed; if a transaction fails to complete, it is said to have aborted [9] . In addition to maintaining its atomic nature, most of the applications also require that the transaction management protocols must be resilient to various failure situations, including failures of database sites and parti- tioning of the network. Protocols for preserving transaction atomicity are called commit protocols [9] -[ 121.
The most commonly known resilient protocol is the two-phase commit protocol which guarantees transaction atomicity in the absence of site/network failures. The twophase protocol is a blocking protocol, in the sense that operational sites may sometimes have to block (suspend) the execution of a transaction until a failed site becomes operational again [ 101. The protocol uses two rounds of message exchange. A nonblocking version of two-phase commit was proposed by Skeen [ l 11 and is commonly known as the three-phase commit protocol. This protocol uses an extra round of message exchange.
The commit protocol can be implemented both in centralized and decentralized forms. In the centralized scheme, a single site is a designated coordinator and the other participating sites act as slaves. Once the coordinating site finishes its processing, it proceeds towards committing the transaction by executing the commit protocol. Through a series of message exchange, the outcome of the transaction is determined. Although in a centralized version, the implementation of the commit protocol is less costly, there are various drawbacks associated with this approach. For example, it can cause a potential bottleneck in the protocol. A heavily loaded coordinator may unnecessarily delay the termination of the protocol if it cannot process response messages received from the slaves as quickly as they arrive [12] . Also, the failure of the coordinator alone can block the protocol resulting in a delay for the outcome of the transaction, unless an alternate coordinator is selected by the slaves. This requires the use of an election algorithm [ 131, resulting in additional overhead. These problems can be overcome by using the distributed approach, which is more efficient since it does not pose the problem of bottleneck and is also fault-tolerant. This is due to the fact that in this approach every transaction-originating site can act as the coordinator for the transaction and the rest of the sites act as slaves. The distributed protocols have the additional advantage of inherent symmetry which makes them easier to understand and to implement than the centralized proFor its implementation, each site, at each step of the protocol is required to communicate with all the other sites in the network. Therefore, the pattern of communication (also called the communication structure) resembles a completely connected graph. The vertices in the graph tocols [14] .
0733-87 l6/89/0400-0375$0l .OO 0 1989 IEEE represent transaction sites and arcs represent a typical round of exchange of messages. The completely connected pattern yields the maximum degree of parallelism for the protocol but at the cost of the maximum number of messages generated per round. Given N sites, with the assumption that a node can send multiple copies of a message in O( 1 ) time, it is clear that the protocol uses O ( N 2 ) messages each round [9] . Normally, it is assumed that the cost of communication between any two sites is the same for all sites or that the underlying communication network is a completely connected network. This seldom being the case, one has to embed the communication structure of the protocol into the physical topology of the network. Therefore, selection of an "efficient" communication structure which requires few messages and small "communication depth" is vital to the performance of the protocol and to the distributed database system as a whole. Various communication structures which result in reduced message complexity have been proposed in the past. The main objective in their design was to reduce the number of messages per round of the protocol. These include the linear structure [ 101, the generalized hypercube structure [ 151 and the structure based on finite-projective planes [16] . For the hypercube structure it is shown that there is a tradeoff between the number of messages generated per round and the number of rounds in the protocol, and a reduction in the number of messages per round can increase the total number of rounds in the protocol [ 
151.
This results in an increase in the overall completion time of the protocol. However, an equally important performance parameter is the overall delay incurred by the protocol messages while traveling according to the specified communication structure. The bigger the "communication depth" of the structure, the longer the completion time of the protocol. The parameter that determines this depth is the diameter of the structure and it also directly affects the number of rounds for the protocol. Therefore, a suitable performance measure for distributed protocols must also take into account the diameter of the communication structure. Such a consideration was not taken into account for the previously proposed structures.
The main objective of this paper is twofold. First, we propose a complexity measure for the protocol's performance which combines the total number of messages and the diameter of the structure. The proposed complexity measure is computed by taking the product of the total number of messages generated for all the rounds of the protocol and the diameter of the structure. This measure is termed as message-delay complexity. It can be noted that the message-delay complexity expressed in terms of the proposed product is directly related to the performance of the protocol both in terms of the number of messages generated and the completion time of the protocol. We show that the proposed complexity measure depends on two important graphical parameters of the communication structure which are the degree and the diameter. A reduction in the complexity of the protocol for N sites is shown to improve the performance of the protocol, and it can be achieved by selecting a communication structure with minimum degree and diameter.
Second, we present a communication structure based on odd graphs [23] for the commit-protocols operating both under blocking and nonblocking modes. We will call this structure the maximal binomial structure (MBS). Its performance in terms of the message-delay complexity is shown to be superior to the earlier proposed structures. In fact, it is shown that only the optimal structure of the hypercube approaches the performance of the MBS. A lower bound on the message-delay complexity of the commit protocol is derived, and at least for one MBS this bound is shown to be achievable. In order to accommodate those values of N , which cannot be implemented using a single MBS, an expansion scheme based on interconnection of MBS's is also proposed. The message-delay complexity for the proposed expansion is shown to be the same as that of MBS. A comparison of these structures is given in Sections IV and VI.
The proposed message-delay complexity measure can also be used to develop efficient communication structures for other decentralized consensus algorithms such as extrema findings [ 171, coordination of distributed check points [ 181, termination protocols [ 141, etc. The rest of the paper consists of five sections. In the next section, we define various graphical parameters and a combinatorial quantity known as symmetric balanced incomplete block design, which is used to expand the MBS. The formal models for distributed transactions and commit protocols are given in Section 111. In Section IV, we present the MBS and specify MBS-based blocking and nonblocking commit protocols. The message-delay complexity analysis of these protocols is given in Section V. In the same section, we also give a lower bound for the message-delay complexity of a commit protocol and compare it to the results of the MBS. In Section VI, we propose the expanded structure based on the MBS, and present the message-delay complexity of the expanded structure. The concluding remarks are given in Section VII.
NCTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we present notation and definitions which are used to model the communication structure for various commit protocols. The communication structure for the distributed database sites is modeled as an undirected graph, G = ( U , E ) where U represents the set of vertices and E is the set of arcs. Let 0, 1, 2, * -, N -1 be the elements of U. Each vertex represents a database site and an edge represents a "virtual" path for exchange of messages. The degree of each vertex represents the number of edges incident on it. It is assumed to be constant and is denoted as d .
Dejinition: The term minimum distance is used to represent the minimum graphical distance between two vertices. Such a distance between two vertices, say i a n d j , is denoted as L,. Furthermore, a path in the graph having such a distance is termed as a minimum path. The mini- mal graphical distance is in fact the distance of the virtual path between two sites.
The number of vertices at the minimum distance i from the vertex x is denoted by J ( x ) .
Next we define a combinatorial structure known as symmetric balanced incomplete block design (SBIBD) and its incidence matrix. An SBIBD is used to propose an expansion technique for the MBS.
Dejinition 2: Let I/ be a set of v elements. A SBIBD is a collection of I/ distinct m subsets (called blocks) of I/ with the property that any two subset of I/ is contained in exactly X blocks [ 19]-[21] .
In an SBIBD, each point belongs to exactly m blocks and the following holds:
( 1 ) Fig. l(a) .
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A is a square matrix with dimensions z) X U . A is called the incidence matrix of the design.
For example, the incidence matrix of the design given in Example 1 is shown in Fig. l(b) .
Dejinition 4: An SBIBD is cyclic (CSBIBD) if the elements in one block can be obtained from the elements of another block by adding a constant value to the elements. The addition is done using modulo U .
The class of SBIBD which we use to expand the MBS, needs to have the following parameters:
where i is even. We show in Section VI, that i is in fact the degree of the MBS structure used for the expansion purpose. The case of i being odd is discussed in Section VI. An SBIBD for any even value of i I 50 can be found. The only exceptions are the values 26, 38, 46, and 50 [19] . Almost all such SBIBD's are cyclic and can be constructed in a straightforward manner, for example, using finite difference sets (20, 211. The SBIBD in Fig. l(a) is generated by taking i = 4, resulting in v = 7, m = 4, and X = 2. For values of i greater than 50. we can recursively construct SBIBD's as explained in the proof of the following Lemma.
Lemma I :
If an SBIBD with parameters given in (2), exist for a given value of i , then an SBIBD with a value of 2i also exists.
Proof: Proof is given in the Appendix.
As mentioned above, out of all the even values of i I 50, only four values do not provide the desired SBIBD's. Also, for even values greater than 50, the recursive con- 
FORMAL MODELS FOR DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS A N D COMMIT PROTOCOLS A . Models for Distributed Transactions
A distributed transaction can be modeled as a collection of processes or subtransactions active at various sites in the network. An agent (that is a process or subtransaction) for a transaction is created upon arrival of a transaction request message at a site [ 121. This agent is responsible for securing all the essential resources at its site and executing the desired processing on the local database as requested by the remote transaction. An agent can spawn more agents (subtransactions) in the network. Fig. 2 shows a typical distributed transaction model. In order to provide atomicity for the transaction and resilience to various failure situations, all these agents, at the time of completion of the transaction, coordinate with each other by executing a commit protocol. The outcome of this coordination is either the transaction is fully committed or aborted all together. One possible reason for the abortion of a transaction is the failure of a site where an agent is present. A failure of a site, may postpone the commit or abort decision until the failure is repaired. A protocol which cannot be terminated successfully until failures are repaired is called a bfocking protocol [lo] . One such blocking protocol is the two-phase protocol. In order to move the database to a consistent state either by backing out the transaction or by installing the updates at all operational sites, a termination protocol must to be invoked (141. Conversely, a protocol that can always be terminated in the presence of a limited number of failed sites is known as nonblocking protocol [ 101. The three-phase commit is the well-known nonblocking protocol. It is similar to the two-phase commit protocol, except it requires an extra round of message exchange. Details about these protocols and their models are given below.
B. Models for Commit Protocols
As mentioned earlier, the commit protocol can be implemented both in centralized and decentralized forms. In , that is, any two agent may not go through the same transitions simultaneously. owever, the protocol is synchronous within one-state t ansition, in the sense that no agent ever leads another agent by more than one transition. An FSTM has a set f terminal states, for which there are no transitions whic I can lead out of these states. These states are either abort states or commit states. Once an agent commits (enters into a commit state) the transaction cannot be aborted. Similarly, an aborted transaction cannot be committed and needs to be reinitialized [9] .
In order to formally specify the protocol, let us assume there is a total of P states in an FSTM, and are labeled as 1 , 2 ; * . , P . Let ni be the set of states, which can reach state n in i transitions, or the states which can be reached from the state n in i transitions. Furthermore, let ua, represent the set consisting of states concurrently occupied by all the agents, provided the agent CY is in statej. The sets uaj are called the concurrency sets for agent CY.
Clearly, max 1 uaj I = P. A local state is called commit- We now formally describe the two-and three-phase protocols.
C. Two-Phase Commit Protocol (Blocking Protocol)
The formal specification of two-phase commit protocol using FSTM is shown in Fig. 3 tinct states in this model. State Init, is called the initial state, w is the wait state, c is the commit state, and a is the abort state. It can be noted from Fig. 3 that states c and a are the terminal states, since there is no transition out of these states. When an agent is ready to complete the execution of its local processing, it sends the message OK to all the other sites and makes a transition from state Init to state w , as shown in Fig. 3 . It is also possible that it may have to abort the transaction due to various reasons [9] . In this case it sends NOK message (abort message) to all the other agents and moves from state Init to state a . On the other hand, while in state w , it can either receive an NOK message, in which case it moves to state a , or it can receive the OK messages from all other agents. In this case, the transaction is considered committed, and therefore, the agent enters into the state c .
On the other hand, upon receiving a protocol message, an agent can unilaterally decide whether to commit a transaction or abort it. Accordingly, it makes the transition from state Init to state w or a , by sending an OK or NOK message, respectively, to all the other agents. As mentioned above, it is now clear that the state of an agent is within one transition from the states of all other agents, that is, for an agent CY,
In the absence of failures, all agents ultimately receive the same message, that is, either all commit or abort [ 101. However, if there are failures of some nodes where transaction's agents are present, the rest of the agents cannot make decisions, unilaterally. In this situation, each agent needs to delay its decision until it gets all the missing messages. This is the blocking nature of the commit protocol. Skeen [ 101 has shown in the following that the protocol is nonblocking if and only if:
A l ) no agent has a concurrency set which contains both commit and abort states, and A2) there exists no noncommittable state whose concurrency set contains a commit state.
It is clear from w Fig. 4 . FSTM for three-phase commit protocol E j , } where j is a noncommittable state. Therefore, the protocol in Fig. 3 violates conditions Al) andA2). Hence, it is a blocking protocol. The nonblocking version of this protocol is described next.
D. Three-phase Commit Protocol (Nonblocking

Protocol)
The nonblocking protocol is similar to the two-phase protocol, except it has an extra round of message exchange, which results in an additional state. Fig. 4 shows the FSTM-based specification of this protocol [ 101. State p is the additional wait state. As noted from the figure an agent CY is within one transition from the states of all other agents, that is, vaj = { h I h E j , }. Since in this case the commit and the abort states are three transitions away, the conditions A l ) and A2) are satisfied, resulting in a nonblocking protocol.
IV. THE MAXIMAL BINOMIAL STRUCTURE (MBS)
The nonblocking protocol needs an extra round of message exchange. It generates more messages and takes more time to resolve the outcome of a transaction. In case each agent communicates directly to every other agent, the communication structure resembles a completely connected graph with diameter equal to 1. Therefore, the number of messages generated per round is O( N 2 ) [ 101.
Since there are two rounds of message exchange in this case, the message-delay complexity remains 0 ( N 2 ) . Various communication structures for exchanging messages among agents have been proposed [lo] , [ 151, [ 161. However, these structures were proposed to reduce the total number of messages only and no consideration was given to the diameter. The main objective in this section is to present a communication structure (MBS) based on odd graphs [23] and analyze its performance in terms of the proposed message-delay complexity. The comparison to previously proposed structures reveals that MBS is superior to those structures. It is shown that MBS does not impose any hierarchical structure on the protocol, that is, each site communicates with a fixed number of sites, and each agent has the same FSTM for the protocol. Therefore, the resulting protocol is symmetric which results in a simple FSTM-based specification for each site which is described later in the section.
The MBS is described in terms of assigning partner sites (agents) to each site for direct communication. Each site has a fixed number of partners, say d. The graphical model of this structure is defined as follows. Let the number of sites N = ( 2di I ). Let these N sites be represented as binary codewords of length 2d -1, having weight' d.
Physically, these codewords can represent the addresses associated with the sites. (The case when N # ( 2 d c [ ' ) is dealt in Section VI.) The following rule imposes the communication structure by assigning direct partners to these sites. Two sites communicate directly with each other while executing the commit protocol, if the Hamming distance between their codewords is 2d -2 .
Various properties of the MBS are given below [22] . These properties provide the basis for suitability of MBS in specifying low complexity commit protocols.
Theorem 1: An MBS can be represented as a regular
nodes, degree d and diameter k equal to d -1. Both degree and diameter are proportional to log &and of O(1og N ) .
Proof: Proof is given in the Appendix. It is noted from the above theorem that the MBS is denser than the binary hypercube graph and its generalization for which the diameter is proportional to the logarithm of the total number of nodes in the network. For example, the MBS given in Fig. 5 has 35 vertices with degree 4 and diameter 3 . On the other hand, a binary fivecube graph has degree 32 nodes, with degree and diameter 5. We will show that a higher density always results in improved message-delay complexity.
Lemma2: Let Lxy: be the minimal distance between two sites x and y , in MBS, H,): be the Hamming distance between codewords associated with sites x and y and H A = 2d -1 -H,,, then
Proof: This proof directly follows for the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1. Since, the maximum number of transitions (edges) between two codewords x , y is H,, if H,, is less than H : and vice versa, this results in ( 3 ) .
Q.E.D. The relationship in (3) is given in Table I . An entry in the table shows the value of the Hamming distance for a given minimum distance in the MBS, for various values of d. For example, for the MBS with d = 8, two sites having a Hamming distance of 10, are at a minimum dis- ' The number of 1 ' s in a binary codeword is known as the weight of the codeword. tributed commit protocol using MBS where the meaning the same for each agent. Therefore, the resulting protocol ferred as the coordinator) moves to state wI through transition labeled -/OK1, by sending OKI message to all its neighbors. The message indicates that this agent is ready to commit the transaction. On the other hand, once an agent receives OKI, it sends the same message to all its neighbors including the coordinator from which it receives the message, provided the transaction is also successfully completed at the site of that agent. Once the coordinator receives OKI message from all its neighbors, it starts the second round of message exchange by sending OK2 message to all its neighbors, and moving to state w2. The messages OK1 received from the neighbors verifies that all the neighbors are ready to commit the transaction. This process of receiving and sending messages continues, until the coordinator enters state wk. At this point it must have completed k rounds of sending messages and k -1 rounds of receiving messages from its neighbors. Upon the reception of wk message, from all the neighbors, the coordinator moves to state c. This completes the protocol at the site of the coordinator and marks the successful commit of the transaction. However, if due to some reason the transaction is aborted at some site, an NOK message is generated by the agent at that site and transmitted to all the neighbors. The agent then moves to state a. This message ultimately reaches all the agents, following a communication pattern dictated by the MBS. Upon the reception of this message, each agent transmits that message to all its neighbors and moves to state a . Ultimately, the transaction is aborted at all the sites. The correctness of this protocol is established through the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4: If site a is in the commit state c, any other site at a distance s from a must be in state wk+ -$ .
Proof The proof can be given by using induction on the minimum distance in MBS. Site a can only be in the commit state, if all its immediate neighbors in the MBS must have sent OKL message. Therefore, these neighbors must be in state wk. Similarly, a neighbor can be in state w k only if it has received OKL-I message from all its neighbors, which include site a itself and those sites which are at a distance of 2 from a. But a must have sent OKk -otherwise it cannot be in commit state. Therefore, also those sites which are at a minimum distance of 2 from a must have sent OKr-I and, therefore, must be in state wk-Continuing this argument further, it is clear that a site at a minimum distance of s from a, must have sent OKk -+ and must be in state w k -+ I . As the diameter of the MBS is k , s 5 k . Therefore, if site CY is in commit state, all other sites have sent OK1. In other words the following must be true.
1) The concurrency set of a is U,, = { c , WL, ? -I , Wk-2, * * , W l } and 2) state w, is occupied by all those sites which are at a minimum distance of i from a .
Since the number of such sites is given by J; ( a ) , and E,, J; ( a ) = N , all sites are present in U,, .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5: If all sites decide to commit, the transaction is eventually committed. However, if a site decides to abort the transaction, the transaction is eventually aborted.
Proof: The first claim directly follows from the proof of Lemma 4. Once each site sends OKI message, it eventually gets delivered to all other sites. Therefore, all sites eventually move to state w2, which triggers the next round of message exchange. This process continues, until each site gets all its OKk messages, which then causes transition to commit state.
For the second claim, suppose site y aborts the transaction and sends a NOK message to all its neighbors in the MBS. Since the message about the abortion propagates according to MBS, it suffers the maximum delay before it reaches the farthest sites. We show that even the farthest site cannot commit in this case. According to the proof of Lemma 4, if site a is the farthest site from y, its concurrency set must include U,, = { c , Wk, W k -I , Wk-2, * * -3 W I ? a } which, according to the second factor in the proof of Lemma 4, does not allow CY to commit. Eventually, the NOK message propagates, through successive neighbors, which causes all the sites to move to state a .
Q.E.D. The protocol of Fig. 6 is a blocking protocol since both state c and a E uaC, which violates condition Al) [Section 111-C]. The nonblocking version is given in the next section.
2) FSTM for Nonblocking Protocol: The specification of the nonblocking protocol is basically the generalization of Skeen's nonblocking three-phase protocol [ 1 11. For a nonblocking protocol it is essential that the conditions A 1) and A 2 ) [Section 111-C] remain satisfied. This can be achieved by introducing additional wait states in the FSTM of the protocol. As there is a total of k rounds of message exchange, an addition of k states can satisfy these conditions. Accordingly, the nonblocking version of the protocol is formally specified by the FSTM given in Fig.  7 . The processing in these states can be defined as follows.
States Init, c, a , and wi, 1 4 i 5 ( k -1) remain the same as described in Fig. 6 . The processing for the rest of the states is specified as follows. The description of this protocol is essentially the same as that of the blocking protocol, except in this case an agent needs to go through an extra set of wait states as indicated by states pi's in Fig. 7 . In this model, the sending of an OK message essentially means that that agent is ready to commit the transaction. Up to state wk, the sequence of events are the same as for the blocking protocol. However, upon receiving all the desired OKk messages, unlike the blocking protocol, the agent sends the PREPARE, message to all the neighbors and moves to state p l . This marks the actual commit point of the transaction at that site. Once any agent enters into this state, the transaction cannot be aborted at that site, since even the farthest agent must have agreed to commit the transaction by responding to one of the OK messages.
P i + l -
The correctness of this protocol can be proven using the same line of argument as for the blocking protocol (see Lemmas 4 and 5). The nonblocking feature of the protocol can be formally proved through the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The protocol in Fig. 7 is a nonblocking protocol.
Proofi States Init and wi's are the only noncommittable states. It is clear from Fig. 7 that c is at a distance greater than k from the set { h i t U wi, V i } . Therefore, if a site is in either of these states, its concurrency set cannot contain the commit state c. This satisfies condition A2) of Section 111-C. On the other hand, if a site, say CY, is in commit state c, then states Znit or wi vac, V i . Therefore, according to the proof of Lemma 4, the concurrency set of CY must be of the following form:
with the number of sites in state p i given as J (CY ) and C V i f i ( a ) = N . This requires that all the sites must be in states pi's and none in state a. But once in any of the pi states, no site can move to the abort state a. Therefore, the concurrency set of any other site contains only state c but not state a. This satisfies condition A l ) in Section 111-c.
Q.E.D.
V . PERFORMANCE OF MBS In this section, the message-delay complexity of commit protocols using MBS is given and is compared to the other known structures such as linear ordering [ l o ] , the generalized hypercube [ 151, and the projective plane [ 161.
Through this comparison it is shown that the performance of MBS is superior to these structures. In fact, we show that the performance of the optimal hypercube structure asymptotically approaches to that of MBS. We also provide a lower bound on the message-delay complexity of distributed commit protocols and compare it to that of MBS.
A. Message-Delay Complexity of MBS
The message-delay complexity of MBS is given by the following theorem. Proof: It can be noted from Figs. 6 and 7 that the total number of rounds for blocking and nonblocking protocols are k and 2k, respectively. Since each agent sends d messages, the proof directly follows from Theorem 1, as the complexity of the degree and the diameter of an MBS is O(1og N ) .
Q.E.D. The message complexity of the protocol using a generalized hypercube structure is given by O ( k 2 * N * " I k ) [15] . However, this complexity measure does not take into account the effect of the diameter of the structure. The modified messa e-delay complexity of the hyperformance of the generalized hypercube structure is op- timal if k = log N where k is the number of rounds and is also the diameter of the generalized hypercube structure. Such a value yields the binary k cube, the performance of which approaches that of an MBS structure, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5:
The message-delay complexity of a commit protocol using an optimal generalized hypercube structure (that is the binary k cube) asymptotically approaches that of MBS.
Proofi For small values of N , the complexity of d and k for the MBS, is 0( log f i ) .
On the other hand, for a generalized hypercube the complexity of the degree and diameter is 0 (kN'/&) and 0 (log N ), respectively [ 151. It is shown in [ 151 that the optimal structure of a generalized hypercube is k = log N . It can be easily verified that for this value of k the resulting structure is a binary hypercube, with degree and diameter having the same complexity , which is 0 (log N ) . Table I1 lists the asymptotic message-delay complexity of various structures. It can be noted that MBS is superior to all the structures. In fact, for large values of N, the performance of the optimal hypercube structure approaches that of MBS. For each structure, various values of N are also included, for which the associated structure exists. In order to compare the performance for small values of N, the message-delay product for these structures is plotted in Fig. 8 . From this figure it is clear that even for small values of N, the performance of MBS is better than the rest of the structures. The performance of the structure based on finite-projective plane is quite close to MBS for smaller values of N, but it starts degrading as N increases. The performance of the optimal hypercube remains inferior even for small values of N.
Q.E.D.
B. A Lower Bound on the Complexity of a Commit Protocol
Since a large number of structures can be used for the commit protocols, an important issue which can arise is to find a lower bound on the message-delay complexity of these protocols. Such a bound is presented in this section.
Given N sites, the main objective is to minimize the complexity of the commi! protocols which depends on the number of messages per round, the number of rounds, and the overall diameter (depth) of the communication structure employed by the protocol. This objective can be achieved if we can find a communication structure for the given number of vertices ( N ) which has the minimum degree d and diameter k. Basically, such a structure (or graph) must have the following prqerties.
1) It should be regular so that the resulting protocols are symmetric.
2) If the total number of rounds are bounded (that is the overall delay to complete the protocol is bounded requiring the diameter to be fixed), the graph must have the minimum degree, so that each site has the minimum number of direct partners, resulting in the minimum number of messages generated per round.
3) If the maximum number of partners is limited (that is the degree is fixed), we need to minimize the number of rounds and the overall distances among the agents, which requires that the diameter of the graph must be minimized.
The "dual problem" can be stated as follows. Find the maximal regular graph, for a given degree d and diameter k. For given d and k, the maximum possible value of N is given by the following Moore bound [24]:
The graphs which achieve this bound are called Moore graphs and are very rare [24]. However, the bound in (4) can be used to determine the message-delay complexity of the commit protocols for the optimal structure which has the above properties. This complexity can be given as follows. Proofi From the earlier discussion we know that the number of rounds is always O ( k ) . Therefore, the message-delay complexity is O(Nk2d). In order to find a lower bound for this expression, we note that the asymptotic complexity of the right-hand side in expression (4) is 0 ( d k ) . As log is a monotonically increasing function, therefore, by taking log of both sides in expression (4), we have the following inequality:
we get the desired result.
Q . E . D .
As clear from the proof, the bound in Theorem 6 is a loose bound. Finding a better bound is an interesting problem.
For small values of N the message-delay complexity of an MBS is expected to be quite close to optimal structures. For example, for N = 10 the MBS is one of the Moore graphs and is shown in Fig. 9 . This graph is also known as the Petersen graph [24]. of values for N , we propose an expansion technique for the MBS. Using this technique, we can connect an arbitrary number of MBS's to generate larger structures. In order to keep the diameter and the degree of the expanded structure reasonably small, so that the protocol complexity remains low, we use the partitioning capability of the MBS. This capability is based on the use of SBIBD's and can be described by the following lemma. Lemma 6: There exists a set S of vertices in an MBS with the following property: The symmetry of the MBS allows any vertex to belong to one of the sets given in the above lemma. This can be achieved by first finding the set of SBIBD vertices in the MBS and then permuting bits of all the codewords in that set to generate median sets for arbitrary codewords. For example, consider the set of medians shown in Fig. 5 . By taking the leftmost three bits of each codeword and appending them on the rightmost positions, we generate another set of seven codewords. The two sets are shown in Fig. 10 with labels A and B , respectively. Note, that the Hamming distance between the codewords of the newly generated set ( B ) remains unchanged. Therefore, the minimum distance between the corresponding vertices remains equal to the diameter and the new set gives rise to a different set of 7 medians. Permutation on the columns can be done in any desired order to generate a large number of sets of medians. It is possible that a codeword may belong to multiple sets. For example, moving the rightmost column of the codewords in set A to the middle position generates another set of medians ( C ) , also shown in Fig. 10 . Note, that the codeword 101 1100 is present in both sets A and B . However, for each codeword a set can be selected as a primary set, which can then be used for the expansion scheme described below. A set may be the primary set of multiple codewords. For example, the set A can be the primary set of all the codewords in it, including 101 1100. consequently, the set B cannot be taken as the primary set for the codeword 1011100. It is remarked that for the proposed expansion scheme, designation of primary sets for all the codewords in MBS can be done on a permanent basis at the time the distributed database system is implemented.
VI. EXPANSION OF MBS WITH MAXIMUM ACCESSIBILITY
A . Expanded MBS for Commit Protocols
The expansion scheme describes the communication pattern for the message exchange among all the agents in the system, if the number of agents is given by where I is an arbitrary integer. For this case, we select I copies of an MBS and label them 1 through I. Let Smi be the mth median set of ith copy of MBS which also happens to be the primary set of a codeword, say x . Note, Sm's are indeed multiple copies of the same set of codewords but belong to different MBS's. The expanded structure uses these sets in order to designate neighbors for sending messages for the commit protocols. The communication rule is as follows.
The agent at site x , which is in set S,,, sends messages to the following agent(s). 1) All the agents belonging to the sets S , , , for all j f 1 ,
2) agents which are immediate neighbors within its own MBS and
3 ) the sender agent of the received message. For example, let set A in Fig. 10 be the primary set of an agent with codeword 1011100. This agent always broadcast a message only to a selected set of agents. This includes the members of all the sets A belonging to other MBS's, all the immediate neighbors in its own MBS, and the sender of the message in case the agent 101 1 100 itself is not the initiator of the message. The sender may be an immediate neighbor of 101 1100 within its own MBS or it may be in some other set which is not the primary set of 101 1100. We will call this structure hyper MBS (HMBS).
An HMBS has the following parameters.
Lemma 7: The number of vertices in an HMBS is Z ( 2 d i ' ) . If d is even, the degree of the HMBS is Z(2d - 
) -
Proof: The number of vertices is obvious and the proof for the value of the degree can be obtained from the proof of Lemma 6. For the diameter, we first prove that the distance between two vertices belonging to different 
Q.E.D.
The specification of the commit protocols (both blocking and nonblocking) using HMBS is essentially the same as given in Figs. 6 and 7 , except the messages are sent to a fixed number of agents which is equal to the degree of HMBS. Also, the number of states in FSTM are dependent on the diameter of HMBS. In order to determine the message-delay complexity of the HMBS based protocols, the value of Z needs to be known. For small values of I , it can be noted that the complexity is the same as that of MBS. The comparison of HMBS to the other structures is given in the next section. However, some interesting issues and observations need to be highlighted before a comparison can be made. These issues and observations are also given in the following section. 2) What is best structure for an arbitrary value of N? Is it MBS or HMBS?
Two options can be used to resolve the first issue. For the first option, we can make the protocol asymmetric and require some agents to send and receive more messages. For the second option, we can add extra agents in the network so that we can use either of the proposed structures and, hence, maintain the symmetry of the protocols. Since, a symmetrical protocol is easy to specify, we use the second option of adding extra agents, which we will call pseudoagents. The sole function of these pseudoagents is to receive and transmit messages, according to the FSTM of the protocol, without taking any active part for processing the transaction itself. These pseudoagents can physically reside at actual sites of the database where "real" agents reside. This can reduce the "communication" to the pseudoagents.
In order to seek the answer to the second question, we note that the advantage of using SBIBD's based medians is quite obvious: the diameter of an HMBS is almost half the diameter of the building block MBS. However, the number of MBS's required depends on the maximum number of pseudoagents which can be tolerated in the system. One can use the smallest MBS (with d = 3) as the basic building block for an HMBS, which requires only 9 pseudoagents in the worst case. But this expansion requires a linear growth in the degree of the HMBS, as I increases. If the restriction on the number of pseudoagents is relaxed one can use a bigger MBS as the building block for an HMBS, and in the worst case the number of pseudoagents required may be 100 percent. 
C. Performance of HMBS
The above lemma essentially states that the ratio of the size of two MBS's is less than 4, provided their degrees differ only by 1. Therefore, if the value of N is such that I needs to be greater than 4 while using an MBS with degree d as the building block for HMBS, we are better off by using fewer MBS's with degree d + 1 . However, the number of pseudoagents can be larger in the later case.
Therefore, by relaxing the restriction on the number of pseudoagents, the message-delay complexity of HMBS can be stated as follows.
Theorem 7:
If the restriction on the number of pseudoagents is relaxed, the protocol complexity for an HMBS is O ( N * log3 N ) .
Pro08 Proof directly follows from Lemma 6 , as one can select the maximum value of Z to be 4.
Q.E.D. It is clear from the above discussion, that for any arbitrary value of N , a suitable number of pseudoagents can be selected by choosing "the best" possible values of Z and d.
The comparison of HMBS to the other structures is given in Table I1 and in Fig. 8 . It is important to note that the curve for HMBS in Fig. 8 , basically provides an upper bound on the product of the number of messages and delay. This is due to the fact that the pseudoagents can be placed with their "real" neighboring agents, which in turn can reduce the number of actual messages transmitted as well as the distances among the agents. Therefore, the actual value of the product can be considerably lower than the bound given in Fig. 8 . The curve for the bound is plotted using the best MBS structure, that is, the structure which can give the lowest values for the product. Interestingly, the value of Z never exceeded 4. As is clear from Fig. 8 , the performance bound of HMBS is comparable to the other structures, especially with the structure based on finite-projective plane. As N increases, the curve stays closer to the curve for MBS. Therefore, asymptotically, the performance of HMBS is superior to the structure based on linear ordering, the hypercube, and the structure based on the finite-projective plane. This is also clear from Table 11 .
It can be noticed that both MBS and HMBS allow a large range for values of N which can be implemented using either of the structures. As mentioned above, the maximum difference between the given number of agents and the ones which can be implemented using an HMBS need not exceed 9. However, such a flexibility is not exhibited by the other structures where the range of values for N are restricted. For example, the optimal hypercube structure which achieves the same complexity as MBS or We believe such an optimization, is an interesting but nontrivial problem.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a complexity measure for the distributed commit protocols which takes into account the total number of messages generated and the delay incurred due to the underlying communication structure. A communication structure for these protocols, operating under both blocking and nonblocking mode of operation has been presented. The structure, called maximal binomial structure (MBS) which is based on an odd graph, has been shown to be more efficient than the generalized hypercube structure as well as a structure based on finite-projective planes. The protocol complexity for the MBS was shown to be O ( N * log3 N ). A lower bound for this complexity has also been obtained and is O ( N * log2 N ) . This bound is achievable for at least one MBS. In order to accommodate a large number of values of N , we have proposed an expansion technique which uses an MBS as the basic building block. This scheme is based on the use of the symmetric balanced incomplete block design which allows the maximum accessibility among MBS's, used for expansion. The expanded structure, called the hyper maximal binomial structure (HMBS), has been shown to possess the same protocol complexity as the building block MBS.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1:
The proof is based on the adjacency matrix A of SBIBD's with parameters given in ( 2 ) , For the relationship of degree and diameter with the total number of nodes, let Nd be the number of nodes in an MBS with degree d , and let Dd be the quantity given as D d = 2 % 2 ( 2d -2 ).
i = O
Note that
( 7 )
Taking log2 of (7), we get As the diameter k = d -1, it approaches log2 fid + 2 , asymptotically.
I. INTRODUCTION TH THE increasing complexity of communication w systems, automation and adaptability of communication systems to a changing environment become more important than ever. Efficient management and control of the distributed resources of communication systems are some important issues to provide desired capabilities. Expert database systems have been considered as a means to achievement of these requirements. The performance of expert database systems is the key for applications in communication systems. This paper will try to give a method for computing a fundamental operation, transitive closure of a database relation, in expert database systems in distributed environments.
Finding transitive closure efficiently has received considerable attention. In expert database systems where evaluation of recursive queries is the main interest [4] , 161, 1121, 1151, 1161, 1281, 1301, 1371 , etc, efficient evaluation of transitive closure can be used as a paradigm for recursive queries [I] , [2] , [ I l l , 1191, 1201, [29] . In the past few years, evaluation of transitive closure has been emphasized on central systems (single processor or multiple processors within a single site) [I 81, [2 l], [22] , [27] , [29] . Recently, a message-passing method has been proposed for logical query evaluation [ 131, which is claimed to be suitable for distributed systems. But it may involve alot of message passing between sites for distributed query evaluation.
Partitioning relation into fragments is common in distributed databases. The effect of fragmentation on data allocation and query optimization has been widely studied in the last few years [lo] tive closure in distributed databases in such an environment. Local processing cost and data transmission cost are the primary costs in processing queries in distributed database has been pointed out that the presence or absence of a fast access path (e.g., index) for accessing required data is a key factor in local processing costs [25] , [34] , 1351. For data transmission cost, excessive rounds of communication among different computer sites can be very time consuming. Therefore, preserving fast access paths and avoiding too many rounds of communication are the two requirements for achieving efficient query processing in distributed database syste,ms.
In this paper, a special schema is designed to represent the data of a binary relation such that fast access paths are preserved and excessive rounds of communication are avoided. Thus, efficient processing of transitive closure in distributed database systems is achieved.
The organization of this paper will be as follows. In Section 11, we discuss the problems of evaluating transitive closure in distributed database systems and our motivation. In Section 111, we examine the special cases of evaluating transitive closure without data transfer. In Section IV, we introduce index codes and how index codes are mapped to nodes of a graph such that the ancestordescendent relationship between two nodes can be obtained by their corresponding index codes. We then discuss how the mapping of index codes to nodes can be used to efficiently evaluate transitive closure in distributed database systems. We then discuss the updating of data in Section V. The conclusion is given in Section VI. systems 131, [71, [81, [lo] , [171, [311, W I , 1351, [36l. It 
MOTIVATION
As it has been pointed out in the previous section, the loss of fast access paths after data are transmitted from one site to another and too many rounds of sending data between sites are the difficulties we may encounter in the evaluation of transitive closure in distributed database systems.
As an example, a binary relation containing information about parents and children is distributed between two sites. Suppose that we want to find all the ancestors of a person. One approach is to send all data to one site, and then to evaluate transitive closure at the single site by using reasonable strategy for central systems. But the fast 0733-8716/89/0400-0399$01 .OO 0 1989 IEEE
